
 

Signs. We need them. They’re essential to how we get to, through and out of downtown. They 
direct us, alert us, and inform us. A lot of signs are necessary to make a downtown work well, 
but not every community knows what a good sign system looks like, or how instrumental it can 
be to the creation of a successful downtown. Why are sign design guidelines so essential to the 
success of a downtown? Because too many signs, along with signs that are produced without 
design parameters, create visual chaos. And visual chaos increases the likelihood that visitors 
won’t read many or any of them -- our brains simply bypass signs when it takes too much time 
and energy to make sense of them. With all the stimuli we 
are subjected to while traversing a downtown, it’s 
important that signs do their work. 

There are two main categories of signs in a downtown. 
Those the city, village, or township erects, and those the 
businesses put on the buildings in which they occupy 
space. If you are trying to create some sign design 
guidelines in your community, or, if you are trying to win 
the sign design battle with existing merchants, start by 
looking at your existing signs. 

Conducting a Sign Audit 

Community Signage - What kinds of signs do pedestrians, 
bicyclists and auto-drivers see when they first enter your 
city limits? What signs are directing visitors to public 
buildings, sites and parking lots? What about parking 



signs, street signs, street mall signs, and other necessary signage? Take photos of all of them 
and analyze them side-by-side. How do they reflect the community’s ‘brand’? How well do they 
coordinate with one another? Are they easy to read? Do they have unifying elements, i.e.: 
color, font, material, or shape? 

Compare your signs with those of a community that has a successful sign system in place.  What 
design elements tie them all together? Why is their system successful? 

The key to an effective sign program is the consistent use of design elements. Signs serve to 
attract attention in a subtle but effective manner. You can actually train the visitor to quickly 
read and understand signage when the design elements are properly used. 

Business Signs - Take a walk down your Main Street and identify those signs that work well – 
ones that reflect the essence of the business’s brand, yet are in scale with their façades. Note 
the signs that share some common denominator with the other business signs, i.e.: sign holder, 
form of illumination, location on the building. 

Not every business owner is capable of designing an attractive storefront sign that works with 
the size and scale of the building on which it hangs. In communities across America, there are 
stubborn entrepreneurs (who we love and help make the country what it is!) who want to 
create a sign that simply meets their needs. They don’t want anyone, especially not a 
jurisdiction, telling them what to do and not to do with their signs. I understand both sides of 
this equation, but ultimately, the most optimal solution for increasing business downtown 
(which helps everyone) is to have some set of guidelines, assuming they allow for some degree 
of flexibility. 

 

In addition to the business names, take into account the other signs posted on doors and 
windows, i.e.: store hours, promotions, menus, and social media icons. All of this information is 



important to the marketing of the business, and if done well can add to the professional look of 
the storefront and the community. On the other hand, too many signs, or hand written, 
crooked, outdated and/or faded signs taped to the windows, all detract from the business and 
add to visual pollution on the street. Add in community posters promoting all the good doings 
and happenings going on around town...and you’ve got what we call in the design industry, 
‘sign creep’. Over time the windows and storefronts become a repository of information, new, 
old and outdated. 

As a Main Street Director, you can provide merchants with non-mandatory guidelines for 
making their storefronts look better, explaining that less equals more when it comes to signage. 
Pedestrians usually don’t stop to read a lot of signs, especially if weather is cold or inclement. 
Simple signs are more effective as pedestrians can quickly absorb the information as they pass 
by. Suggest to storefront merchants to put certain information in specific locations to train 
visitors to look for it there. For instance, store hours and website address belong on the door, 
and community posters should be installed in the bottom right of a display window. Pedestrians 
willsoon know where to look for this type of information on each storefront. Of course not 
every façade can accommodate these suggestions due to differing building designs, but many 
can. 

Illumination 

Ideally, all businesses on Main Street should have signs that are tastefully illuminated and on a 
timer, scheduled to go off after the last restaurant or theatre is closed. (The same goes for 
window displays.) The idea is to create a safe and vibrant streetscape even after some of the 
businesses have closed for the day. 

Annual Review 

Review the Design Guidelines annually. Do you need to add 
or subtract a category? Change design criteria? 
Communicate with merchants? 

Conduct a sign audit every year. Even with all the checks and 
balances in place, ‘sign creep’ can and does occur. 

Key Takeaways: The Do’s and Don’ts of Storefront 
Signage 

Do use few words. Customers will not read a lot. They are 
bombarded with visual symbols and design elements every 
second they are on the street. Keeping signs simple is the 
way to attract attention and impart information. Try using 
fewer words and more symbols, photos, and graphic images 
to communicate messages. 



Don’t put handwritten signs on storefronts unless it’s a chalkboard menu for a café that 
changes its menu daily. More often than not, handwritten signs take away from the 
professional look of a business. 

Don’t  tape signs to windows. This cheapens the image of the business and often the signs end 
up misaligned, or the tape stays on the window long after the sign has been removed. Instead, 
put the signs in acrylic sign holders with suction cups. It creates a more professional look. 

Do display your logo at eye level or below for pedestrian traffic, as well as high on the façade 
for auto-traffic. 

Lyn Falk owns Retailworks, Inc., an award-winning retail design firm based in Milwaukee, WI, and “I LOVE That 
Display!”, a merchandising and display division of Retailworks.  For more information, visit 
www.retailworksinc.com, or, contact Lyn at: lfalk@retailworksinc.com or 800-379-1438. She is also a strategic 
partner with Redevelopment Resources, www.redevelopment-resources.com, a consulting firm that provides 
customized solutions for the development and redevelopment of communities. 
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